TWEETING SCHOLARSHIP
Emily Steiner
@PiersatPenn
Spiderlegs: “the spither joyneth thred to threde and knyttth so faste knotte to knotte”

- John Trevisa (1398)
#babel2015 Emily Steiner / @PiersatPenn discusses Richard of Bury and the "dark underbelly" of medieval book-collecting.

10/9/15, 2:28 PM

3 RETWEETS 7 FAVORITES

Jonathan Hsy @JonathanHsy
I feel like I should know this but has there been a book written about the history of the index (i.e. finding aid at end of book)? #academia

Kathleen E. Kennedy @TheMedieval...
@JonathanHsy did some poking at this a while ago- no standard history that I found. @PiersatPenn ‘s doing cool stuff on related topics

Emily Steiner @PiersatPenn
@TheMedievalDrK @JonathanHsy thanks! Yes one of the chapters of my book in progress is on English alphabetical indexes

9:34pm - 21 Oct 15

5 FAVORITES
And four's a party! King David serenades the Trinity in a Penn book of hours.
"Colde greveth lambren and nameliche in reyny weder" #trevisaquotes
Emily Steiner @PiersatPenn
"Books do not chide if you make mistakes; they do not laugh at you if you are ignorant" (Richard of Bury, c.1345)

Kim Zarins @KimZarins
6/9/15
Lovely and true expression of books as places of safety and trust.

Emily Steiner @PiersatPenn
"Books do not chide if you make mistakes; they do...

Emily Steiner @PiersatPenn
6/9/15
Isn’t it so beautiful!

Cinnamon Lips @Shekure
And what a lovely green houppelande! twitter.com/PiersatPenn/st...